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The observation and execution of
actions share motor and somato-
sensory voxels in all tested subjects:
single subject analyses of unsmoothed fMRI 
data
V. Gazzola, S. Caspers, and C. Keysers
submitted
Introduction
Since the discovery of the first mirror neurons in the premotor cortex of 
the monkey (di Pellegrino and others, 1992; Gallese and others, 1996), 
substantial effort has been placed into determining which brain regions 
are part of the mirror neuron system (Fadiga and others, 1995; Grafton 
and others, 1996; Decety and others, 1997; Hari and others, 1998; Iaco-
boni and others, 1999; Buccino and others, 2001; Gangitano and others, 
2001; Iacoboni and others, 2001; Avikainen and others, 2002; Aziz-Za-
deh and others, 2002; Fadiga and others, 2002; Kohler and others, 2002; 
Grezes and others, 2003; Heiser and others, 2003; Keysers and others, 
2003; Aziz-Zadeh and others, 2004; Buccino and others, 2004a; Buccino 
and others, 2004b; Leslie and others, 2004; Bangert and others, 2005; 
Borroni and others, 2005; Calvo-Merino and others, 2005; Fogassi and 
others, 2005; Iacoboni and others, 2005; Molnar-Szakacs and others, 
2005; Montagna and others, 2005; Mottonen and others, 2005; Nelissen 
and others, 2005; Aziz-Zadeh and others, 2006; Calvo-Merino and oth-
ers, 2006; Cross and others, 2006; Dapretto and others, 2006; Gazzola 
and others, 2006; Hamilton and Grafton, 2006; Jackson and others, 2006; 
Molnar-Szakacs and others, 2006; Gazzola and others, 2007). Single cell 
recording is presently the only method that allows a definite proof of the 
presence of mirror neurons in a particular brain region.. Unfortunately, 
single cell recordings are slow and painstaking, requiring years to deter-
mine if a brain area contains mirror neurons. It is therefore essential to 
use other methods to determine which brain areas might contain mirror 
neurons to guide single cell recordings. By testing human or primate sub-
jects while executing actions and observing similar actions, functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) can determine if the blood oxygen-
level dependent (BOLD) signal within a certain voxel is augmented both 
during action observation and execution. If this is the case, the voxel can 
be said to be ‘shared’ by two processes: execution and observation. We 
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Neuroimaging studies of the mirror neuron system (MNS) examine if certain voxels in the brain are shared between action observa-
tion and execution (shared voxels, sVx). Unfortunately, finding sVx in standard group analysis is not a guarantee that sVx exist in indi-
vidual subjects. Using unsmoothed, single subject analysis we show sVx can be reliably found in all 16 investigated participants. Next to 
the ventral premotor (BA6/44) and inferior parietal cortex (area PF not PG) where mirror neurons (MNs) have been found in monkeys, 
sVx were reliably observed in dorsal premotor, supplementary motor, middle cingulate, somatosensory (BA3, BA2 and OP1), superior 
parietal, middle temporal cortex and cerebellum. For the premotor, somatosensory and parietal areas, sVx were more numerous in the 
left hemisphere. The hand representation of the primary motor cortex showed a reduced BOLD during hand action observation, possibly 
preventing undesired overt imitation. This study provides a more detailed description of the location and reliability of sVx, confirms the 
left hemispheric dominance of the shared circuit and points towards a number of candidate areas that could contain MNs but that have 
not yet been tested for their presence in monkeys.
will refer to such voxels as ‘shared voxels’ (sVx) instead of mirror voxels 
because sVx could but do not necessarily have to contain mirror neurons: 
they could contain (a) two distinct populations of neurons, one respond-
ing only during motor execution and one only during action observation, 
(b) true mirror neurons, or (c) a combination of both.
If neuroimaging is done in humans and single cell recordings done 
in monkeys, three additional complications arise in going from neuroim-
aging to single cell recording. First, it is not trivial to decide what area 
of the monkey’s brain is the homologue of a particular candidate area in 
the human brain. Second, not finding mirror neurons during single cell 
recordings in a brain region is not a proof of their absence, because it is 
not possible to record all neurons in a given area. Third, even if a brain 
area in monkeys could be shown not to contain mirror neurons, this area 
in humans may still contain them. Comparative fMRI studies using simi-
lar paradigms in humans and monkeys (Nelissen and others, 2005), and 
single cell recording in neurological patients can help overcome some of 
these limitations.
 To our knowledge, all fMRI studies investigating the mirror neurons 
system (MNS) so far have used conventional group analyses in which the 
data of each subject is smoothed, and the data from all subjects combined 
to provide a single map of sVx. In addition to the general limitations asso-
ciated with fMRI, these analyses have two further problems. First, using 
smoothing, two neighboring but not overlapping populations of neurons, 
one for action observation and one for action execution, would seem-
ingly overlap at their common border. Second, although many investiga-
tors assume that random effect analyses identify effects that are present 
in all subjects, a voxel that in half the subjects is only involved in action 
observation and in the other half only in action execution, could seem to 
be involved in both task at the group level (see Fig. S1). 
While fMRI cannot test whether an sVx contains mirror neurons, 
the problems associated with smoothing and group analyses can be over-
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come by using single subject analyses and unsmoothed data. Morrison 
et al. (Morrison and Downing, in press) have recently demonstrated the 
importance of this approach for the study of pain: using smoothed group 
data, they found that observing the pain of others and experiencing pain 
causes brain activations that overlap in the anterior cingulate cortex, con-
firming previous findings (Singer and others, 2004; Botvinick and others, 
2005; Jackson and others, 2005) but using unsmoothed single subject data 
half their subjects entirely failed to show sVx in the ACC, and the other 
half had only marginal overlaps between pain observation and execution. 
They concluded that a similar lack of sVx in single subjects may apply to 
the motor MNS. 
We presented movies of hand actions to 16 healthy participants 
while recording their brain activity using fMRI. On a following day, we 
asked them to perform similar actions in the scanner. We will examine 
this data on a subject by subject basis, using unsmoothed data in order 
to examine whether sVx can be reliably identified in single subjects us-
ing motor execution and observation. We will examine the spatial con-
sistency of sVx between subjects and report and discuss all brain areas 
showing sVx in order to identify novel ‘candidate’ brain areas in which 
mirror neurons can be hunted for using single cell recordings in mon-
keys. With the recent advent of cyto-architectonic probabilistic maps  for 
key areas of the putative MNS (Geyer and others, 1996; Amunts and oth-
ers, 1999; Geyer and others, 1999; Geyer and others, 2000; Grefkes and 
others, 2001; Eickhoff and others, 2005; Caspers and others, 2006; Choi 
and others, 2006; Eickhoff and others, 2006a) the current study will also 
aim to provide cytoarchitectonic labels to the locations containing most 
sVx. The use of these labels can facilitate the comparison between spe-
cies and pave the way to a more systematic comparison of brain location 
between studies. 
Materials and Methods
Subjects and general procedures
The current report examines the data presented in Gazzola (Gazzola and 
others, 2007) using different analysis methods. Subjects and procedures 
have already been fully described (Gazzola and others, 2007). Briefly: 
16 healthy volunteers participated in the experiment (14 right and 2 left 
handed; 9 female and 7 male; mean age 31yrs ranging 25-45yrs; normal 
or corrected to normal vision; no history of neurological disorders) and 
were tested with three different categories of stimuli in three separate 
days. Day1: subjects viewed pictures of a human hand or objects on a 
table. As control conditions we used a scrambled version (scr) of the same 
pictures. Day2: subjects viewed movies with the same human hand inter-
acting (i.e. grasping, moving, etc) with objects (the same objects and table 
showed in the pictures of day 1, e.g. a cup, a glass, etc) placed on a table 
(hand complex action: Hca). Control conditions included: hand simply 
moving on the table (hand movement: Hm) or the same hand simply rest-
ing on the table (hand static: Hst) behind the objects used in Hca. Day1 
and Day2 also contained stimuli involving a robotic agent, but these will 
not be analyzed in this manuscript. Day3: subjects executed mouth, hand 
and feet actions in the scanner, but only hand execution will be used here 
(hand execution: Hexe). To avoid biasing the processing of the stimuli 
based on the other conditions, the session order was kept constant across 
subjects, all subjects were informed about the content of the study and 
signed an informed consent on a day-by-day basis. Importantly subjects 
were therefore unaware of the fact they will need to execute actions     in 
the scanner while watching the actions of others.  
All experiments were approved by the Medical Ethical Commission 
(METc) of the University Medical Center Groningen (NL).
fMRI
Scanning was performed using a Philips Intera 3T Quaser, a synergy 
SENSE head coil, 30 mT/m gradients and a standard single shot EPI with 
TE=30ms, TA=TR=2s, 39 axial slices of 3mm thickness, with no slice gap 
and a 3x3mm in plane resolution acquired to cover the entire brain and 
cerebellum.
General data processing
Data were preprocessed using SPM2 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm/software/spm2). EPI images from all sessions were slice time cor-
rected and realigned to the first volume of the second day of scanning. 
High quality T1 images were co-registered to the mean EPI image and 
segmented. The co-registered gray matter segment was normalized onto 
the MNI gray matter template and the resulting normalization parameters 
applied to all EPI images. For each individual, data were then analyzed 
voxel-by-voxel by applying a general linear model on the unsmoothed 
normalized data (unless specified otherwise). All conditions were mod-
eled using a box-car function convolved with the hemodynamic response 
function (HRF). Additional predictors of no interest were modeled to ac-
count for translation and rotation along the three possible dimensions as 
determined during the realignment procedure.
Standard random effects analysis after smoothing the same dataset 
are reported elsewhere (Gazzola and others, 2007). Random effect analy-
sis on Hexe using unsmoothed data are reported below. 
Subject-by-subject sVx
For each subject, at the first level of analysis and using a probability cut-
offs of p
unc
<0.001 (translating to t values ranging from 3.1 to 3.13 depend-
ing on the number of repetition of each condition), we defined a voxel 
as sVx if the following three conditions were satisfied at the same time. 
(1) the t-value of the contrast Hca-Hst was above 3.10; (2) the maximum 
t-value during action executions with the right or left hand exceeded 
3.13; (3) the t-value of the contrast ScramblePicture-Rest was below 
3.10. In other words: (Hca-Hst>3.10) & (max(HexR,HexL)>3.13) & (scr-
Rest<3.10). Since the motor execution task contained visual instructions, 
we exclusively masked with the scrambled pictures to restrict results to 
areas involved in motor execution and not responding to meaningless 
visual patterns. An equivalent analyses was performed for the contrast 
Hca-Hm: (Hca-Hm>3.10) & (max(HexR,HexL)>3.13) & (scr-Rest<3.10). 
The results of these logical ‘&’ are Boolean maps containing the value 1 
when the conditions are satisfied and 0 when they are not.
Spatial consistency maps
To quantify how consistently a certain voxel was shared between sub-
jects, we summed the 16 boolean sVx maps defined above (one for each 
subject). This results in maps (one for the contrast Hca-Hst and one for 
Hca-Hm) containing values ranging from 0 to 16 that quantify the num-
ber of subjects for which that particular voxel is sVx (i.e. 0 = in none of the 
subjects that voxel was sVx; 16= for all subjects that voxel was sVx).
Likelyhood of x/16 subjects showing sVx in a certain voxel
How likely is it to find that x out of 16 subjects show sVx in a given voxel 
of the brain? According to a global null hypothesis, where a voxel is nei-
ther motor nor visual, the likelihood for a single subject to show sVx by 
chance is 0.0012
. 
An alternative, and more conservative approach towards 
sVx is to assume the worst case scenario: a voxel is truly motor but not 
visual or truly visual but not motor (Nichols and others, 2005). Under this 
null hypothesis, the likelihood of classifying a voxel as sVx although it is 
either just motor or just visual is p<0.001. Using this most conservative 
approach, the likelihood of finding x out of 16 subjects to have sVx in a 
voxel can be estimated using the cumulative binomial distribution with 
16 repetitions and a success probability of 0.001. This probability can be 
Anatomy of the mirror neuron system
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further Bonferroni corrected with a factor of 44294 (the number of voxels 
in the search volume of the brain). With these assumptions, finding 3 
or more subjects showing sVx in a voxel is significant after Bonferroni 
correction at p<0.025). All consistency maps in this report will thus be 
thresholded using a threshold of 3 or more subjects needing to show sVx 
in a given voxel. Unfortunately, it is unclear how covariance of the signal 
between adjacent voxels, although minimized using unsmoothed data, af-
fects this Bonferroni correction. 
Likelyhood of x/n voxels in an area showing sVx properties:
Be x
i
 the number of voxels showing sVx properties in subject i within a 
certain brain area A containing n voxels. Given the fact that the likeli-
hood of a single voxel to be sVx by chance is at most 0.001 (see above), 
we can estimate the likelihood of finding x
i
 or more sVx within the given 
brain area (under the null hypothesis that the area does not contain sVx 
at all) using the cumulative density function of the binomial distribution 
(B)with probability p=0.001 and number of events n (B(n,p). Given that 
the sum of two binomial distribution with parameters n and p is a bino-
mial distribution with parameters 2n and p, the sum of the number of 
voxels found to be sVx in all subjects follows a binomial distribution with 
parameters 16n and p=0.001                                     , and the mean (over 
all 16 subjects) number of voxels ( x  )  found to be sVx in a brain area 
with size n can be estimated using the cumulative density function of the 
binomial distribution with parameters 16n and p at the value of 
                                                                                                  .
It should be noted, that this estimation is only an approximation of the 
true likelihood because it assumes that neighboring voxels represent in-
dependent measurements. For unsmoothed data, this assumption is more 
reasonable than for smoothed data, but this assumption is still violated 
due to intrinsic spatial correlation in the fMRI signal, resulting in a sys-
tematic underestimation of the likelihood of finding x by chance. 
 Anatomical descriptions and regions of interest (ROI)
Anatomical description were, in the majority of the cases, performed 
based on the probabilistic cytoarchitectonic maps of the brain mapping 
group in Juelich, Germany (Geyer and others, 1996; Amunts and others, 
1999; Geyer and others, 1999; Geyer and others, 2000; Grefkes and oth-
ers, 2001; Geyer, 2003; Eickhoff and others, 2005; Caspers and others, 
2006; Choi and others, 2006; Eickhoff and others, 2006a), as implemented 
in the SPM anatomy toolbox (http://www.fz-juelich.de/ime/spm_
anatomy_toolbox; Eickhoff and others, 2005). In that approach, a max-
imum probability map is created of all cytoarchitectonically identified 
brain areas (BA6,44,45,1,2,3,4; parietal operculum, inferior parietal lob-
ule; primary visual areas; hippocampus and amygdala). Brain areas BA1-3 
will be refered to as SI and OP1 as SII. Outside of these areas, 4 other re-
gions were found to contain a significant number of sVx: MTG, SPL, cer-
ebellum and SFG/MFG. For the MTG and SPL a rough definition of the 
borders was possible through the map of Brodmann areas (BA37 for the 
MTG and BA 5 and 7 for SPL) provided with MRIcro (xbrodmann.hdr; 
http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro.html ). No maps of 
the cerebellum were available and we therefore drew the maps using the 
mean anatomical image obtained by averaging the normalized 16 T1 im-
ages.  For the sVx falling outside of the cyto-architectonically defined BA6 
(Geyer, 2003), in location anatomically described as SFG/MFG, defining 
additional ROIs is difficult as they still fall within regions that according 
to the atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) 
would be described as BA6. We therefore simply refer to these locations 
as SFG/MFG.
The remaining locations are described macro anatomically (e.g. 
precentral gyrus, etc). This means that a reference to precentral gyrus 
indicates that the activation was in a sector of the precentral gyrus that 













probability areas. Given that cytoarchitectonic maps are more reliable, a 
voxel that is attributable to a probabilistic cytoarchitectonic map with a 
probability of at least 40%, is always attributed to that map and not to the 
less reliable definition of the other areas. All but the cytoarchitectonically 
areas should be considered ‘putative’.
Localization and quantification of the overlaps
The spatial consistency maps only indicate for how many subjects a par-
ticular voxel is sVx, but it does not indicate how many subjects have a 
sVx in a particular area (e.g. if the peak value in BA6 is 12, that means 
that for 12 subjects that voxel is sVx, but it does not mean that the other 
subjects do not have any sVx in BA6).  To quantify how many subjects 
showed sVx in a particular area, without requiring that they have it in 
a particular voxel of that area, we counted, separately for the right and 
left hemisphere, how many sVx each subject had in the ROIs specified in 
section ‘Anatomical descriptions and regions of interests (ROI)’. We used 
the anatomy toolbox to obtain the number of mirror voxels that fell in the 
cyto-architectonic areas. We then exclusively masked the mirror activa-
tion of each subject with a map containing all the regions included in the 
toolbox to obtain a map of the voxels that do not belong to these cyto-
architectonically defined areas. Using the Nifti toolbox (http://www.
mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/loadFile.do?objectId
=8797&objectType=File; http://nifti.nimh.nih.gov/) we then cal-
culated how many of the remaining voxels were within the BA37, SPL, 
cerebellum and SFG/MFG. The remaining voxels were then regrouped 
under the label ‘other’.  
We then calculated the average number of sVx for all the regions of 
interest to illustrate the contribution of each area to the putative mirror 
system. For BA6, BA44, BA45, M1, SI and IPL, we also calculated the 
proportion of the total area showing sVx properties (e.g. number of sVx 
in Area X divided by total number of voxels in Area X). 
Finally, for each of these cytoarchitectonic defined areas (BA6, BA44, 
BA45, M1, SI and IPL) separately, we examined statistically whether the 
average number of sVx observed is likely to have occurred by chance as 
described above. For virtually all brain areas of Figures 3-5, the average 
number of sVx was substantially above chance level. The only exceptions 
were the rightOP2 and left PGa, which are indicated by arrows in the 
figures. We also examined within each group of areas (frontal, IPL and so-
matosensory) whether the proportion of sVx differs between hemispheres 
using a 2 way repeated measurement ANOVA (area x hemisphere). For 
instance for the somatosensory areas, we entered the proportion of sVx 
(i.e. the number of sVx within each sub-area divided by the number of 
voxels within this subarea) for each subject into a repeated measurement 
ANOVA with 8 areas (BA1, BA2, BA3a, BA3b, OP1, OP2, OP3, OP4) x 2 
hemispheres (Left, Right). If there was a significant main effect of hemi-
sphere or a significant interaction area x hemisphere, we conducted LSD 
planned comparisons between right and left hemisphere for each brain 
area separately and report those areas where this difference was signifi-
cant with stars in the Figure. 
Determining the hand representation in M1
As detailed in the general data processing section, the unsmoothed data 
during motor execution was modeled using a general linear model with 
a separate predictor for right hand and left hand action execution. The 
parameter estimates of these predictors were entered into a second level 
analysis using a voxel-by-voxel t-test that tests if the average parameter 
estimate of the 16 subjects differs from zero (i.e. the standard SPM ran-
dom effect procedure except that we did not smooth the data). The re-
sulting t-map for right hand execution was masked with the location of 
the left M1 (area 4a and 4p) while the resulting t-map for the left hand 
execution was masked with the location of the right M1. The two masked 





Descriptive single subjects analysis
Figure 1 illustrates for 3 subjects (s4, s6 and s9) the areas that showed 
significant activation during the execution of hand actions in red (after 
exclusion of low level visual responses, see Methods. Hex), those involved 
in observation of actions compared to the observation of a static control 
in green (Hca-Hst) and those involved in both in yellow (sVx). Supple-
mentary Figure 2-4 show the same results for all 16 subjects. While an 
extensive description of the areas involved in motor execution or obser-
vation alone would go beyond the scope of this paper, motor execution 







Figure 1: Brain activity for 3 randomly selected single subjects. Activations are shown on 12 axial slices taken at locations shown on the sagital section at the bottom of the ﬁgure. Sec-
tions are taken from the average T1 image of all 16 participants. Green voxels represent voxel where the contrast Hca-Hst was signiﬁcant. Red voxels, those where the execution of hand 
actions using the right or the left hand was signiﬁcant, but where the sight of scrambled images did not produce signiﬁcant activations. Yellow voxels are those where both conditions are 
met (i.e. green and red).
MCC), prefrontal (SFG, MFG), motor (M1), primary and secondary so-
matosensory, posterior parietal (SPL, precuneus, IPL), temporal (STG, 
MTG) cortices, insula, basal ganglia, thalamus, cerebellum and additional 
smaller clusters. Interestingly, MTG and STS were consistently activated 
despite the fact that subjects were unable to see their own actions. Dur-
ing action observation, activation included: visual and visual association 
areas (V17/18, MOG, MTG, STG/S, ITG-fusiform), SPL, SI, SII, IPL, SPL, 
MCC, BA6, SFG, MFG, BA44, thalamus, cerebellum and other smaller 
clusters.
Most interestingly, sVx were consistently observed in all our 16 sub-
jects. The sVx were generally not located at the border between distinct 
areas of red and green, but appear as islands within the red or the green. 
sVx are most prominent in: BA6, SFG, MFG, BA44, MCC, BA2, SPL, IPL 
and MTG. 
Anatomy of the mirror neuron system
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Spatial Consistency Maps   
To examine how similar the distribution of sVx was between subjects, 
we determined for each voxel the number of subjects that showed sVx 
in that location. In such an analysis a value of 0 signifies that none of 16 
subjects showed an sVx in that location and a value of 16 that all sub-
jects had sVx in that location (see Method). Figure 2 left column shows 
the results of this analysis when contrasting the vision of actions against 
static (Hca-Hst) or movement (Hca-Hm) controls. Particularly consistent 
sVx location were observed in premotor, postcentral, parietal, temporal 
and cerebellar locations (see Table S1). For Hca-Hst the most consistent 
voxel (13/16 subjects) fell at the border between the SPL and SI (BA1) 
and for Hca-Hm (11/16) within SI (BA2). The next most consistent loca-
tions were in the dorsal premotor cortex (BA6, Hca-Hst: 9/16, Hca-Hm: 
6/16). To examine the impact of smoothing data, Figure 2 right column 
illustrates the results of the same analysis but using smoothed (6x6x6 mm 
full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel) data. The overall pattern 
is very similar but consistency is increased both in terms of peak (Hca-
Hst: 16/16; Hca-Hm: 14/16) and extension of the highly consistent zones. 
Comparing the results of these consistency maps with traditional random 
effect analysis reveals that similar voxels are considered to be significant 
using the two approaches (Figure 2).
Proportion of Cyto-Architectonic areas showing sVx
The peak overlap in the above analysis using unsmoothed data in BA6 for 
the contrast Hca-Hst was 9/16. This does NOT mean that the remaining 
7 out of 16 subjects do not show sVx in BA6 but only that within this 
very specific voxel, the remaining 7/16 do not. To directly examine how 
many individuals show sVx in BA6, we counted the number of sVx in 
each subject within the boundaries of the cytoarchitectonically defined 















Figure 2: Consistency of sVx rendered on the average T1 image of all 16 subjects. Left and middle columns show the number of subjects showing sVx in each voxel using unsmoothed and 
smoothed data respectively. Only voxels where at least 3 subjects showed sVx are shown (p<0.025, bonferoni corrected, see ‘probabilistic considerations‛ in materials and methods). The 
right column shows the t-values of a traditional random effect analysis using smoothed data as in (Gazzola and others, 2007) 
in BA6 and expressed the result in percent. The same analysis was per-
formed for all other cyto-architectonically defined areas (BA 1, 2, 3a, 3b; 
OP 1-4; BA 4a, 4ap; BA 44, 45; hIP 1, 2; PF-proper, PFcm, PFop, PFt; PGa, 
PGp) for which at least one subject had an sVx. Figures 3-5 and Table 1 
report the results of this analysis. 
Frontal Lobe
Figure 3 and Table 1 indicate the proportion of sVx in the various motor 
and premotor areas. Areas BA44 and BA6 clearly played the most impor-
tant and consistent role in the sVx, while area BA45 played a negligible 
role. The primary motor cortex (BA 4a, 4p) did show evidence of sVx but 
only at its borders with SI and the MCC, whereas the regions of 4a and 
4p most involved in hand execution were deactivated (see last section of 
results). Comparing the right and left hemisphere revealed no significant 





<0.04) for the contrast Hca-Hm. 
Somatosensory Areas of the Parietal Lobe
Figure 4 and Table 2 show the results of the same analysis for the somato-
sensory areas. For both contrasts, left BA2 and both OP1 played the ma-
jor roles in terms of sVx within the primary and secondary somatosensory 
cortex respectively. 
The Inferior Parietal Lobule
Results for the IPL are reported in Figure 5 and Table 1. Overall PF 
was strongly involved in the sVx system while PG was not. For the con-
trast Hca-Hst, PGa, PGp and PFm were clearly less involved than the re-
mainder of the areas. In the contrast Hca-Hm PFop and PFt were clearly 





























Figure 3: Percentage of premotor and motor areas showing sVx properties. Each black dia-
mond represents the value of a single subject in the left hemisphere, each gray one that in 
the right hemisphere. Open circles represent the average percentage and error bars, the 
standard error of the mean (sem) over the 16 subjects. Stars over square brackets repre-
sent signiﬁcant differences in the percentage of the areas showing sVx if the right and left 
hemisphere are compared using an LSD planned comparisons tests (*p<0.05, **p<0.001). For 
all areas, the number of voxels showing sVx exceed the number expected by chance.  
Hca-Hst Hca-Hm
Hem Area Size Nr of subj. with at least 5 sVx in the area
Average nr of sVx 
for each area %
Nr of subj. with at 
least 5 sVx in the area
Average nr of sVx 
for each area %
motor
L 4p 594 9 16.6 2.8 7 13.3 2.2
R 4p 479 11 18.0 3.7 6 9.4 2.0
L 4a 1333 13 28.2 2.1 10 18.0 1.3
R 4a 1232 9 38.3 3.1 8 23.3 2.1
premo-
tor
L 44 1193 12 71.6 6.0 10 43.7 3.7
R 44 895 9 42.8 4.8 5 7.7 0.6
L 45 917 1 2.4 0.3 3 3.1 0.3
R 45 1106 9 11.2 1.0 4 5.4 0.6
L 6 4495 16 323.4 7.2 15 195.8 4.4
R 6 4476 12 244.8 5.5 13 125.8 2.8
Table 1: Motor and premotor sVx. For each region the number of voxels contained in that region is given alongside, for both the contrast Hca-Hst and Hca-Hm, the number of subjects with 
at least 5 sVx in this area, the average number of sVx per subject and the proportion of the area showing sVx properties averaged over subjects.
Figure 4: Proportion of voxels in somatosensory areas showing sVx properties. Conventions 
as in Figure 3. Only for right OP2 (arrow) was the number of sVx below the number expected 




































































































Figure 5 (above): Proportion of voxels in the inferior parietal lobule showing sVx properties. 
Only for left PGa (arrow) was the number of sVx below that expected by chance. Conven-
tions as in Figure 3. 
Proportion of sVx contributed by each brain area
Figure 6 compares the relative contribution of the different brain regions 
to the total putative MNS. In addition to the cytoarchitectonically de-
fined regions used above, we counted the number of sVx in the superior 
parietal lobule, the cerebellum, the middle temporal area (putative BA37) 
and the superior (SFG) and middle (MFG) frontal gyri based on macro 
anatomical landmarks (see method).  These areas were included because 
of their prominence in the analyses of Figure 1 and 2. All other areas were 
pooled under the name ‘other’ because of the lack of reliable criteria for 
defining their borders. 
Next to the ‘classic’ premotor, parietal and temporal (BA37) regions 
generally associated with the MNS, the somatosensory areas, the cerebel-
lum and the middle and superior frontal gyri contribute very significantly 
to the total number of sVx. Within the IPL, PF and PFt contribute most. 
The rank order of contributors in Figure 6 differ from that in previous fig-
ures (Fig. 3-5) because of differences in voxel number between areas (e.g. 
PF: 1924 voxels, PFop: 564 voxels), with Figure 3,4,5 plotting percentage 
of area activated, while Figure 6 plots the total contribution. The slice 
‘Other’ includes mainly MCC, followed by thalamus, caudate and insular 
regions. Examination of the consistency maps indicates that of the other 
areas only the MCC is characterized by relatively consistent loci of activa-
tion with a peak of 9 subjects showing sVx at the coordinates x = -10, y = 
-24, z = 40 (Hca-Hst) and 8 subjects at x = 14, y = -22, z = 44 (Hca-Hst). 
The low spatial consistency of the remaining ‘other’ sVx (peaks ≤ 3 sub-
jetcs) suggests they may reflect idiosyncrasies or false positives.
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Reductions of BOLD signal in primary motor cortex
We also examined if certain voxels involved in motor execution demon-
strated reductions in the BOLD signal during the observation of actions. 
We determined voxels showing significant (p<0.001) reductions of the 
BOLD signal in the contrasts Hca-Hst or Hca-Hm (i.e. t(Hca-Hst)<-3.10 
or t(Hca-Hm)<-3.10), inclusively masked these maps with the motor ex-
ecution mask (max(HexR,HexL)>3.13 & scr-Rest<3.10 as described in 
section ‘subject-by-subject sVx’), and computed consistency maps by 
counting for each voxel the number of subjects satisfying this criteria. 
The most consistent (≥3 subjects) reductions in BOLD were found in the 
primary motor cortex (M1, see Figure 7). We performed the same analy-
sis looking for voxels where the BOLD is reduced compared to baseline. 
Results indicated that in all three visual conditions, M1 shows deacti-
vated voxels but this deactivation was most consistent during the Hca 
condition. The number of deactivated voxels in M1 was larger during 
the Hca (average number of voxels=285±s.e.m.31, minimum=130) than 
during the Hst (162±33, min=0) or Hm (202±33, min=65) conditions. A 
Friedman ANOVA for repeated measurements with 3 conditions (Hca, 
Hst, Hm) confirmed the significance of this difference (p<0.009). Planned 
comparisons using the Friedman ANOVAs with only two conditions in-
dicated that the effect was due to Hca showing more voxels than both Hst 
and Hm (Hca vs Hst: p<0.013, Hca vs Hm: p<0.013, Hst vs Hm: p>0.79). 
In M1, deactivation in the contrast Hca-Hst were found in all 16 subjects 
and deactivations in the contrast Hca-Hm were found in 15/16 subjects.
In addition, we determined the sector of M1 most recruited during 
action execution using a traditional random-effect analysis, and com-
pared the location of the peak of this activation (red cross in Figure 7) 
with the location of the deactivations. The deactivations in Hca, Hca-Hst 
and Hca-Hm peak in a location of M1 that closely corresponds to the 
peak of the activation during hand execution, indicating that the hand 
region of M1 was deactivated during the vision of hand actions.   
Hca-Hst Hca-Hm
Hem Area Size Nr of sub.j with at least 5 sVx in the area
Average nr of sVx 
for each area %
Nr of Subj with at least 
5 sVx in the area
Average nr of sVx 
for each area %
somato-
sensory
L Area1 1031 14 127.2 12.3 14 95.2 9.2
R Area1 870 13 125.2 14.4 13 65.0 7.5
L Area2 943 16 304.6 32.3 16 208.1 22.1
R Area2 1019 16 204.7 20.1 14 103.2 10.1
L Area3a 538 14 30.0 5.6 10 19.2 3.6
R Area3a 512 12 22.3 4.4 7 11.8 2.3
L Area3b 735 16 75.0 10.2 12 49.8 6.8
R Area3b 991 15 93.0 9.4 12 41.7 4.2
L OP1 611 16 63.9 10.5 10 19.1 3.1
R OP1 523 13 51.5 9.8 7 16.3 3.1
L OP2 141 4 2.7 1.9 1 1.4 1.0
R OP2 161 1 0.9 0.6 0 0.3 0.2
L OP3 287 3 3.5 1.2 1 1.1 0.4
R OP3 259 1 2.1 0.8 1 0.9 0.3
L OP4 611 8 11.0 1.8 4 4.0 0.6
R OP4 510 7 9.2 1.8 3 3.0 0.6
Table 2: Same as Table 1 but for somatosensory areas.
Hca-Hst Hca-Hm
Hem Area Size Nr of sub.j with at least 5 sVx in the area
Average nr of sVx 
for each area %
Nr of Subj with at least 
5 sVx in the area
Average nr of sVx 
for each area %
L hlP1 364 6 12.5 3.4 1 6.1 1.7
inferior 
parietal R hlP1 169 1 1.2 0.7 1 1.4 0.8
L hlP2 234 6 10.9 4.7 5 3.6 1.5
R hlP2 116 8 11.5 9.9 3 2.6 2.2
L PF 1012 15 74.0 7.3 9 28.9 2.9
R PF 912 13 63.9 7.0 4 5.7 0.6
L PFcm 384 15 48.7 12.7 5 9.5 2.5
R PFcm 323 11 27.5 8.5 1 0.7 0.2
L PFm 510 5 4.2 0.8 1 1.1 0.2
R PFm 856 8 12.2 1.4 2 1.6 0.2
L PFop 289 15 38.9 13.4 9 19.5 6.8
R PFop 274 11 18.7 6.8 4 3.2 1.2
L PFt 403 16 105.1 26.1 14 59.9 14.9
R PFt 440 14 60.0 13.7 10 17.1 3.9
L PGa 764 1 1.4 0.2 0 0.2 0.0
R PGa 1005 8 10.0 1.0 4 3.9 0.4
L PGp 1086 10 15.5 1.4 8 10.3 0.9
R PGp 1153 5 14.0 1.2 5 5.7 0.5


































































Figure 6 (right): Relative contribution to the total number of sVx in the brain. Areas OP2-3 
are omitted because they contained less than 5 sVx. Each pie represents the total average 
number of sVx in the brain and each slice the proportion of total sVx contributed by a par-




With this paper, we aim to provide an unbiased description of the ar-
eas that are involved both in observation and execution of actions. Fully 
aware that not all these areas might contain mirror neurons we use the 
term ‘shared voxels’ to reflect the duality of the activation without imply-
ing the necessary existence of mirror neurons in these voxels. We used 
unsmoothed data and single subject analyses to examine whether the 
overlaps between action observation and execution found in previous 
studies were not simply an effect of smoothing data and pooling multiple 
subjects as suggested by Morrison and Downing (Morrison and Downing, 
in press). In addition, we examined how consistent these sVx are between 
subjects. Finally, we took advantage of the cytoarchitectonic maps (Geyer 
and others, 1996; Amunts and others, 1999; Geyer and others, 1999; Gey-
er and others, 2000; Grefkes and others, 2001; Geyer, 2003; Eickhoff and 
others, 2005; Caspers and others, 2006; Choi and others, 2006; Eickhoff 
and others, 2006a) to introduce a more detailed and comparable descrip-
tion of the area contributing to sVx. 
Our results indicate that sVx can be clearly identified in all 16 single 
subjects even using unsmoothed data. This was true whether the contrast 
Hca-Hst or Hca-Hm was used to define voxels responding to the sight 
of actions. In general the sVx were not observed at the border between 
larger, distinct areas responding exclusively to action observation or ex-
ecution, but as islands within areas responding to execution or obser-
vation. For the case of actions we can therefore state that the overlaps 
found in the group reflect sVx in the single subjects, confirming that the 
actions of other individuals reliably recruit parts of the voxels involved in 
executing similar actions even at the level of individual participants. This 
result is important, as the seminal examination of overlaps for the case of 
pain (Morrison and Downing, in press) has undermined the credibility of 
group analysis considered alone. A notable difference between Morrison 
and Downing’s and our experiment lies in the choice of statistical criteria 
for defining sVx. While they used relatively lenient thresholds of p<0.05 
both at the group and single subject level, we used a criteria of p<0.001 at 
both levels. It may be that group analysis using stricter criteria reflect the 
situation in individual subjects more closely, as suggested by the striking 
similarity between the results of our single subject analysis and a tradi-
tional random effect analysis (Figure 2).
Our results advance our understanding of the localization of shared 
circuits for action execution and observation in two ways. First, our re-
sults confirm that the ventral premotor cortex and the inferior parietal 
lobe, known to contain mirror neurons in monkeys, show sVx in humans. 
Second, our results indicate that these ‘classic’ mirror neuron areas con-
tribute only about 15% of the total number of sVx, indicating the urgent 
need to examine whether other brain areas may also contain mirror neu-
rons. The main contributors towards the remaining 85% of the sVx were 
in rostro-caudal order: dorsal premotor, supplementary motor, superior 
parietal, temporal, primary and secondary somatosensory, dorsal middle 
MaxCAmovR L in M1M1
-Hst -Hm -Hca-(Hca-Hst) -(Hca-Hm)
M1
y= -19
cross position: x= -48, y= -19, z= 76








Figure 7: Deactivations of the primary motor cortex. Top 2 rows: voxels showing a reduction of BOLD in the contrasts Hca-Hst, Hca-Hm or in the conditions Hst, Hm or Hca (latter 3 com-
pared to baseline). Results have been masked using the motor execution mask as indicated in the text and only voxels where at least 3 subjects showed deactivations are shown (p<0.025 
corrected). Outlines in the renders and coronal sections always represent the borders of area M1 (colors chosen for best visibility). Bottom row: location of M1 (4a and 4p) in red (left 
render and left coronal section) and the activations during hand execution that fell in M1 in hot colors (right render and right coronal, random effect, p<0.001, k≥10, t>3.73). The red cross 
is placed in the same location on all coronal sections to show the correspondence between the peak of motor activation and the peak of visual deactivation. Coronal sections (taken at y=-19, 
as illustrated by the black line on the dorsal view of the renders) and renders are of the average T1.   
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the intraparietal sulcus. They confirmed the absence of MNs in the pos-
terior IPL, but describe a number of neurons in the anterior bank of the 
intraparietal sulcus that responded both during the monkey’s own move-
ments and the observation of the movements of others. The presence of 
sVx in hIP1 and hIP2 in our study suggests the presence of voxels with 
similar properties in humans. Our study further indicates the presence 
of as many sVx in the superior parietal lobule as in the IPL. They were 
located both in the rostral and caudal SPL, encompassing putative BA5 
and 7, both of which have been considered to associate visual, somato-
sensory and motor information with connections that would enable them 
to be recruited both during motor execution and observation. Single cell 
recording in the SPL will be needed to specify whether the SPL contains 
mirror neurons and if so, what aspect of the actions may be represented 
in this area. Alternatively, the SPL could be involved in more general as-
pects of information processing that are common to action execution and 
observation, such as processing the spatial relationships between hands 
and objects, directing attention and gaze towards them etc. 
Temporal sVx
While in monkeys, the superior temporal sulcus is known to contain 
neurons responding to the sight of actions (Puce and Perrett, 2003; Key-
sers and Perrett, 2004), it has so far not been shown to contain mirror 
neurons (Keysers and Perrett, 2004). In contrast, neurons in the STS re-
sponding to the sight of movement in a particular direction often reduce 
their firing rate if this movement is caused by the monkeys own actions 
(Hietanen and Perrett, 1993, 1996). A motor or kinestitic signal thus ap-
pears to reach the STS but as an inhibition of the sensory consequences 
of the monkey’s own actions. The presence of sVx in the present study 
confirms earlier findings of motor and visual modulation of this area (e.g. 
(Iacoboni and others, 2001; Gazzola and others, 2006) and may reflect 
the increase of firing rate during action observation and the metabolic 
activity of inhibitory synapses during motor execution as we have argued 
previously (Keysers and Perrett, 2004; Gazzola and others, 2006; Gazzola 
and others, 2007) or the existence of true mirror neurons in this area in 
humans (Iacoboni and others, 2001). Further single cell recordings will 
help dissociate these alternatives. 
Somatosensory sVx
While some neuroimaging studies have reported somatosensory activa-
tions during the observation of actions in humans (Avikainen and others, 
2002; Rossi and others, 2002; Grezes and others, 2003; Hasson and others, 
2004; Oouchida and others, 2004; Mottonen and others, 2005; Cross and 
others, 2006; Gazzola and others, 2006; Molnar-Szakacs and others, 2006; 
Gazzola and others, 2007) and monkeys (Raos and others, 2004), the so-
matosensory areas are not generally considered to be part of the MNS 
and single neurons in SI and SII have so far, to our knowledge, not been 
recorded during both action observation and execution. In our study, 
both SI (Geyer and others, 1999; Geyer and others, 2000; Grefkes and 
others, 2001) and SII (Eickhoff and others, 2006a) contained consistent 
sVx. Since we have used unsmoothed single subject data, the substantial 
number of sVx in the somatosensory areas cannot reflect the blurring 
of more posterior parietal activations into the adjacent somatosensory 
areas. Indeed, in single subjects, the somatosensory and posterior pa-
rietal sVx are often separate clusters. In addition, somatosensory areas 
contained the most consistent voxel of the brain for the contrast Hca-
Hm. Within the primary somatosensory cortex, area BA2 contained the 
largest number of sVx, with each and every subject showing sVx in this 
region(Grefkes and others, 2001) and significantly more sVx in the left 
hemisphere. BA2 represents the highest stage of processing within the 
primary somatosensory cortex, showing many characteristics of an as-
sociative area: BA2 contains the neurons with the largest receptive fields 
and the most complex selectivity of the primary somatosensory areas 
cingulate cortices and cerebellum. In contrast to the fact the these areas 
seem to contribute substantially more sVx than the classic mirror areas, 
and the fact that they have been found to be activated in action execution 
and observation in several studies, they have either not been discussed at 
all or with unease, due to the lack of single cell primate data. We suggest 
that rather then unease these areas should evoke curiosity to determine 
their role in action understanding, in particular through the use of single 
cell recordings. We will briefly discuss the main sVx contributing areas 
below. For all of these areas, it is important to remember that sVx can but 
do not have to contain mirror neurons.
Premotor sVx
In the monkey, of the premotor areas, only the ventral premotor cortex 
has so far been shown to contain mirror neurons. In this study we identi-
fied 3 consistent loci of sVx in the frontal lobe. 
The first is located ventraly and encompasses ventral BA6 (Geyer, 
2003) and BA44 (Amunts and others, 1999) but not BA45 (Amunts and 
others, 1999). This cluster, for the contrast Hca-Hm had significantly larg-
er proportions of voxels showing sVx properties in the left hemisphere. 
The second was located on the dorsolateral surface of the frontal 
lobe. According to the cytoarchitectonic maps of Geyer (Geyer, 2003), 
this dorsal cluster has to be divided into a caudal part that falls within 
BA6 and a rostral part that falls within the caudal aspects of the MFG/
SFG. The rostral sector though remains caudal and dorsal relative to the 
location of human FEF (Amiez and others, 2006) and is thought to be 
part of the functionally defined dorsal premotor cortex controlling hand 
and arm actions (Amiez and others, 2006). According to (Talairach and 
Tournoux, 1988) even the MFG/SFG part of this cluster remains within 
the borders of BA6, and previous studies have therefore generally re-
ferred to the entire cluster as falling within BA6 (Molnar-Szakacs and 
others, 2006). We would therefore tend to attribute this cluster to the 
dorsal premotor cortex.
The third cluster fell within the mesial wall, ranging in the anterior-
posterior direction from -10 to +20, thus probably encompassing both 
preSMA and SMA proper. Neither the lateral dorsal premotor cortex nor 
the supplementary motor cortex show activations during the observation 
of simple grasping actions in macaque monkeys (Nelissen and others, 
2005). The hand actions in our study were sequences of motor acts (e.g. 
reaching towards and grasping a tea bag, lifting it from a cup, resting it on 
a plate and retracting the hand), while the monkey imaging studies used 
simple grasping. It thus remains to be investigated whether dorsal premo-
tor and supplementary motor cortex are only recruited if the sequences of 
actions of sufficient complexity are observed and executed (Schubotz and 
von Cramon, 2002, 2003) or whether dorsal premotor activations during 
action observation are specific to humans. 
Posterior parietal sVx
In the monkey, within the parietal lobe, until recently, only the inferior 
parietal lobule had been investigated for the presence of mirror neurons 
(Fogassi and others, 2005). In that study, mirror neurons were found in 
the rostral (area PF) but not caudal (PG) aspect of the inferior parietal 
lobule. In the light of the recent cytoarchitectonic maps of the human 
IPL (Caspers and others, 2006) our current findings fully confirms this 
distinction: about 10 times as many sVx were found in the PF complex 
compared to the PG complex. In addition, while PF contains voxels that 
show sVx properties in up to 10 subjects, PG contained sVx in at most 4 
subjects in any given voxel. In general, the PF complex contained more 
sVx in the left than the right hemisphere. 
Very recently, Fujii and colleagues (Fujii and others, in press) have 
investigate the interaction of two monkeys while simultaneously record-
ing from their parietal and premotor cortices. Their coverage of the pa-
rietal lobe included posterior aspects of the IPL and the anterior bank of 
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(Kaas, 1993; Ruiz and others, 1995; Bodegard and others, 2001; Grefkes 
and others, 2001). It has been shown to process more abstract features 
than other primary somatosensory areas (e.g. orientation, movement di-
rection, tridimentionality) and to integrate information relating our pro-
prioception to the external environment (Kaas, 1993; Ruiz and others, 
1995; Bodegard and others, 2001). BA2 also has strong connection with 
the posterior parietal lobe (Kaas, 1993) that is known to contain mirror 
neurons. Within the parietal operculum the cytoarchitectonic subdivi-
sion OP1 (Eickhoff and others, 2006a) contained the largest number of 
sVx. This subdivision is considered the human equivalent of the primate 
area SII proper (Eickhoff and others, 2006b), which is known to have 
dense reciprocal connections with the ventral premotor cortex (Matelli 
and others, 1986) where mirror neurons have been found in the monkey. 
Both SII/OP1 and SI have been shown to respond during the experience 
and the observation of touch (Keysers and others, 2004; Blakemore and 
others, 2005). Single cell recordings though will be required to examine 
if the shared voxels in somatosensory areas truly reflect an activation of a 
neural representation similar to that occurring during action execution or 
whether it may simply reflect less specific modulations of attention to the 
body. The importance of somatosensory areas in the processing of the ac-
tions of other people receives support for the examination of a emotional 
facial expressions. Somatosensory areas have been shown to be activated 
both during the execution and the observation of facial expressions (van 
der Gaag et al., in press) and lesions in these areas have been shown to 
reduce the capacity of an observer to label the facial expressions of other 
individuals (Adolphs and others, 2000). The fact that somatosensory ar-
eas have been reported less consistently than premotor and parietal areas 
in neuroimaging studies on the observation of actions may also relate to 
differences in salience of somatosensation in the stimuli. Our stimuli in-
volved the manipulation of various objects with different somatosensory 
and kinesthetic properties, ranging from the placing of a wooden lid on 
a box to removing a hot tea bag from a cup. Previous studies have often 
used stimuli with less variable somatosensory consequences, and may 
thus have induced more adaptation in somatosensory areas and therefore 
less reliable augmentations of the BOLD signal. Considering the dense 
connections between motor and somatosensory areas (Matelli and oth-
ers, 1986; Liepert and others, 2003) this data might suggest that while 
observing the actions of other individuals, the brain transforms observed 
actions not only in the motor programs the observer would use to per-
form a similar action, but also into the somatosensory representations of 
what it would feel like to perform a similar action (Keysers and Gazzola, 
2006). Given that area 2 represents the position and movement of the 
limbs together with shape properties of the objects with which the hand 
interacts (Kaas, 1993; Ruiz and others, 1995; Bodegard and others, 2001), 
activations of this area during action observation and execution suggests 
that the brain of the observer shares the neural representation of both the 
proprioceptive aspects of the observed hand actions (what it would feel 
like to move the arm and hand in that way) and the tactile sensations of 
the observed object in the hand. 
Combining the idea of motor and somatosensory simulation (Key-
sers and Gazzola, 2006) bridges the gap between theories that privilege 
the motor components of simulation (Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004) and 
those that privilege somatosensory components (Damasio, 1994). While 
several studies found somatosensory activations during the observation 
of actions, these findings have so far been generally ignored in reviews 
and discussions. We hope that the consistency of our single subject find-
ings in somatosensory areas will contribute to change this peculiar situ-
ation. 
Primary motor sVx
While MEG and TMS studies have suggested that M1 is activated dur-
ing the observation of actions (e.g. (Hari and others, 1998; Nishitani and 
Hari, 2000; Stefan and others, 2005) and 2DG autoradiography has dem-
onstrated that even monkeys show increased metabolism in M1 during 
action observation (Raos and others, 2004), only very few fMRI studies 
have reported M1 activations in humans(Cross and others, 2006). Indeed, 
our group analysis using smoothed data has reported significant reduc-
tions in BOLD signal within M1 during action observation (Gazzola and 
others, 2007). Here we found a number of sVx activated during the vision 
of actions within M1, but they were located at the fringe of clusters that 
were clearly centered outside of M1, at the borders with S1 caudally and 
the MCC medially. Unlike OP1 for instance, that contributed a compara-
ble number of sVx, the location of the primary motor sVx varied substan-
tially from subjects to subjects. The highest number of subjects showing 
sVx in any given voxel in M1 was 4 and this peak overlap was found in 
the medial wall, forming a single cluster with the larger (~200 voxels) and 
more consistent sVx (peak voxel 9/16 subjects) in the MCC. This me-
dial location would link the activations in M1 to the foot representation, 
which makes very little sense given the fact that subjects did not use their 
feet nor see the feet of other individuals in this part of the experiment. 
This lack of spatially consistent activations explains why random effect 
analyses of group data often fail to find significant M1 activations and 
raises the question of whether our M1 activations reflect false positives 
errors in the fMRI data. 
In contrast, we found consistent voxels showing deactivations in M1 
while subjects viewed hand actions, and these deactivated voxels were 
more numerous and more consistent for the hand actions compared to 
the control conditions. The location of these deactivations was consistent 
with the peak activation during hand action execution. This suggests, in 
accord with our group data (Gazzola and others, 2007), that the hand 
representation of M1 is selectively deactivated during the observation 
of hand actions. This selective deactivation could explain why, despite 
premotor and parietal activations, subjects usually do not spontaneously 
imitate the actions they observe.  
Overall, our data therefore suggest that M1 mainly shows a reduction 
of BOLD signal during action observation. The interpretation of BOLD 
signal reductions is problematic, as they can but do not have to reflect a 
reduction in neural activity within a particular region (Logothetis, 2003; 
Shmuel and others, 2006). The contrast between our result and those 
showing evidence for increased signal in this region (MEG: (Hari and 
others, 1998; Nishitani and Hari, 2000); 2DG: (Raos and others, 2004) ) 
further complicates the interpretation of our results. 
 An important question also regards the origin of such a poten-
tial inhibition of M1. The SMA and MCC of the monkey has been shown 
to contain cells that modulate their activity depending on whether it is 
appropriate to execute an action in a particular context (Rizzolatti and 
others, 1990). The SMA and MCC also have connections with both the 
premotor and primary motor areas involved in the action execution, plac-
ing it in privileged position to exert the modulatory influence that would 
be necessary to decouple M1 from the premotor cortex during action 
observation in order to avoiding the often inappropriate overt imitation 
of all observed actions.    
Middle Cingulate Cortex
Due to the current lack of probabilistic cytoarchitectonic maps of the cin-
gulate cortex and the variability of criteria used in the literature to deter-
mine the borders between the MCC and other divisions of the cingulate 
cortex, it is difficult to determine where the middle cingulate cortex ends 
and the posterior cingulate cortex starts. We have therefore decided not 
to count the number of sVx in the MCC. Nevertheless, bilateral clusters 
of consistent sVx clearly fell in the ventral bank of the cingulate sulcus, 
at locations that place them within putative region 24dv (Vogt and Vogt, 
2003) of the dorsal MCC. This sector of the MCC has dense reciprocal 
connections with the IPL and M1 (Vogt and Vogt, 2003) and controls 
the hand and arm in the monkey (Rizzolatti and others, 1990; Rizzolatti 
and others, 1996). In the monkey, this region seems to be involved in 
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inhibiting potential actions if they are inappropriate (Rizzolatti and oth-
ers, 1990; Rizzolatti and others, 1996). The presence of sVx in this region 
suggests that it also plays a role during action observation, and one might 
speculate that through its dense connections with M1, this region may be 
the source of our M1 BOLD reduction during action observation, thereby 
preventing the inappropriate imitation of observed actions. 
Cerebellar sVx
A very significant proportions of the total number of sVx were found 
in the cerebellum. These sVx were found bilaterally in the lateral hemi-
sphere of the cerebellum and in its sagital zone (vermis and intermediate 
cerebellum). Both set of sVx were located in the vicinity of those found in 
other studies of finger movements (Dimitrova and others, 2006). Both the 
lateral hemisphere, and the intermediate cerebellum are involved in cer-
ebello-cerebral motor control loops (Thach and others, 1992) that inte-
grate motor commands with (visual) sensory feedback. The lateral hemi-
spheres are reciprocally connected with the premotor, primary motor and 
parietal association cortex through the dentate nucleus and the thalamus 
(Thach and others, 1992) and are particularly involved in the planning 
of actions. The intermediate cerebellar cortex also receives visual and 
motor input, but appears to be involved in a more automatic control of 
ongoing movement (Thach and others, 1992). Although the cerebellum 
has been reported to be recruited during action execution and observa-
tion (Leslie and others, 2004; Calvo-Merino and others, 2006; Jackson 
and others, 2006; Gazzola and others, 2007), it has so far received very 
little attention in the MNS literature. This is somewhat surprising con-
sidering the substantial attention it receives in the context of visuo-motor 
integration during motor control: both the sagittal and lateral cerebel-
lum are thought to transform motor commands into expected sensory 
consequences (Desmurget and Grafton, 2000) and compare these with 
incoming sensory input to detect discrepancies and correct motor errors. 
The mirror system also integrates motor commands and visual input, and 
one might speculate that in the case of our experiment, activation dur-
ing motor execution could thus primarily represent the forward model 
function of the cerebellum (Desmurget and Grafton, 2000), transforming 
motor commands into expected (visual) consequences. During action ob-
servation, the sight of the hand actions of another individual might enter 
the same region of the cerebellum through the route normally devoted 
to the visual feedback of ones own hand actions. We hope that our data 
will further encourage the investigation of single neurons during action 
observation and execution in this structure and promote the inclusion of 
this structure in reviews of the neural substrates of action observation.  
Lateralisation of sVx
SVx were reliably found both in the right and the left hemisphere of all 
our subjects, but for a number of cytoarchitectonic areas, sVx were more 
numerous in the left compared to the right hemisphere even after cor-
recting for size differences between the areas in the two hemispheres: 
BA44, BA6, BA2 and the PF complex. There was only a single area for 
which sVx were more numerous in the right hemisphere (hIP2) compared 
to the left. Although a number of studies have reported stronger activa-
tions in the left hemisphere of the human MNS during the observation 
of hand object interactions (Grafton and others, 1996; Decety and oth-
ers, 1997; Hamilton and Grafton, 2006) our finding is, to our knowledge, 
the first quantitative demonstration of lateralization within the shared 
circuit for actions in humans. Left lateralization in the MNS is not sur-
prising: all our movies contained right hand actions, and for the majority 
of individuals, including our participants, the hand actions seen in our 
stimuli would be performed with the right hand. A stronger involvement 
of the contralateral left hemisphere may then be a natural consequence 
of right hand prevalence. Indeed, there is evidence that the observation 
of right hand actions activates the left hemisphere and facilitates right 
hand evoked muscle potentials, while the opposite is true for the vision of 
left hand actions (Aziz-Zadeh and others, 2002; Aziz-Zadeh and others, 
2006). Also Fujii and colleagues found that, in the left premotor cortex 
of their monkeys, more neurons responded to movements of the right 
but not the left arm of the observed monkey than neurons showing the 
opposite preference (Fujii and others, in press). Given that monkeys do 
not have the population asymmetry for right-handedness that humans 
have, the prevalence of right hand representation in the left premotor 
cortex suggests that the premotor mirror system prevalently represents 
movements of the contralateral hand, in agreement with the human stud-
ies. In contrast, in the anterior interparietal sulcus, they found as many 
neurons responding more to contralateral hand actions as neurons re-
sponding more to ipsilateral hand actions, rendering our observation of 
slightly more numerous sVx in the right hIP2 less puzzling. It should be 
noted, that our lateralized findings are unlikely to be due to a lateralized 
visual input: the right hand entered the scene as often from the right as 
the left side of the screen, providing symmetrical visual input. Given that 
we live in a world in which most people are right handed, processing 
other individual’s action predominantly in the left hemisphere might be 
more economical than duplicating this processing in both hemispheres. 
Language may then be left lateralized because it is functionally related 
to a left lateralized mirror neuron system (Aziz-Zadeh and others, 2004; 
Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004; Gazzola and others, 2006). Interestingly, 
lateralization within shared circuits is even more pronounced for the case 
of the sound of actions (Aziz-Zadeh and others, 2004; Gazzola and oth-
ers, 2006).  
General conclusion
By using unsmoothed data of 16 subjects analyzed separately during the 
observation and execution of hand actions, we confirm the presence of 
shared voxels in humans in brain areas known to contain mirror neu-
rons in monkeys (ventral premotor cortex and rostral inferior parietal 
lobule) and provide evidence for shared voxels in other brain areas not 
yet examined in monkeys for the presence of mirror neurons, namely the 
dorsal premotor cortex, the supplementary motor areas, the somatosen-
sory cortices, the cerebellum, the superior parietal lobule and the dorsal 
middle cingulate cortex . In all these areas, using methods that mini-
mize the risk of finding overlaps between execution and observation by 
chance, we found reliable evidence for the fact that within the volume of 
a single functional voxel (27mm3) the BOLD signal was augmented both 
while observing hand actions (be it compared against a static baseline or 
a control movement) and while executing similar actions. In all of these 
regions, voxels showing these properties were found in the same location 
in more of our single subjects than would be expected by change. This 
finding by itself is no demonstration for the presence of mirror neurons 
in any of these brain areas: voxel contain millions of neurons, and in-
creases of BOLD signal during action observation and execution could 
be the result of (a) separate populations of neurons responding exclu-
sively during action observation or execution or (b) neurons responding 
similarly during action observation and execution or (c) a combination or 
both. Nevertheless, the present finding contributes to strengthening the 
evidence in favor of the existence of motor and somatosensory simulation 
during action observation. By localizing shared voxels using cytoarchi-
tectonic maps and quantifying the consistency of the finding in individual 
subjects, we hope that the present study will stimulate single cell record-
ings in at least the somatosensory, dorsal premotor, supplementary mo-
tor and cerebellar regions during both action execution and observation 
in order to investigate the neural basis for shared activations in these 
areas and help investigate if mirror neurons are the basis of these shared 
activations. In addition, such single cell recordings would help address 
the important question of what is shared between execution and obser-
vation in these brain areas: Is it a selective and detailed description of 
the motor plan and its somatosensory consequences as suggested by the 
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original findings on mirror neurons in premotor and parietal areas, or a 
less detailed ‘priming’ of somatosensory and motor processes potentially 
relating to attention or imagination? Finally, we hope that this study will 
pave the way to a more general use of single subject data analysis within 
the investigation of simulation theories of social cognition.
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Supplementary Figure 1: The problem of group analyses and the MNS. In certain cases, a 
voxel can appear to be signiﬁcantly involved in action observation and action execution only 
because the analysis pools subjects for which the voxel is only involved in action observa-
tion with subjects for which it is only involved in action execution. a) A hypothetical set of 
parameter estimates for a given voxel in two conditions (observation and execution) for 16 
subjects. For the ﬁrst 8 subjects, parameter estimates are around 0 for observation and 
around 1 for execution (subgroup 1). For the other 8 subjects the reverse is true. b) Average 
(±s.e.m.) parameter estimate during action observation (blue) and action execution (bor-
deaux) for the two subgroups and the entire group of 16 subjects. c) Statistic table showing 
that subgroup 1 signiﬁcantly activates this voxel during execution but not observation, and 
vice versa for subgroup 2. For neither of the subjects or groups does the voxel thus respond 
signiﬁcantly (according to the t-test on parameter estimates used in traditional random 
effect group analysis). Nevertheless, if the entire group is considered, the voxel would be 
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4 26 -66 -18 R Cerebelum VI
36 -54 -24 R Cerebelum VI
32 -42 -26 R Cerebelum VI
63
5 -50 10 38 L BA44 Precentral Gyrus
-52 14 24 L BA44 Inferior Frontal Gyrus
4 -56 10 24 L BA44 Inferior Frontal Gyrus
52
5 8 -78 -44 R Cerebelum VII
4 8 -74 -38 R Cerebelum Crus 2
40
5 -18 -76 48 L Superior Parietal Lobule 
4 -8 -78 52 L Precuneus
32
4 -42 -78 18 L IPC(PGp Middle Occipital Gyrus
-42 -76 8 L Middle Occipital Gyrus
28
4 -20 -68 34 L Superior Occipital Gyrus
-22 -66 32 L Superior Occipital Gyrus
-22 -72 32 L Superior Occipital Gyrus
22
4 56 -62 8 R Middle Temporal Gyrus
52 -60 6 R Middle Temporal Gyrus
10
4 18 -26 42 R Middle Cingulate Cortex
Hca-Hst
4370
13 -30 -46 62 L SuperiorParietalLobule
12 -36 -44 58 L BA2 SuperiorParietalLobule
-32 -38 52 L BA2 PostcentralGyrus
11 -48 -28 40 L BA2 InferiorParietalLobule
10 -28 -46 54 L BA2 InferiorParietalLobule
-34 -34 48 L BA2 PostcentralGyrus
-42 -28 38 L BA2 InferiorParietalLobule
9 -34 -48 54 L BA2 InferiorParietalLobule
-52 -30 44 L BA2 InferiorParietalLobule
8 -34 -52 64 L SuperiorParietalLobule
-20 -52 60 L SuperiorParietalLobule
-32 -58 58 L SuperiorParietalLobule
-34 -56 56 L InferiorParietalLobule
-50 -32 50 L BA2 PostcentralGyrus
-36 -42 50 L InferiorParietalLobule
-52 -30 38 L IPC(PFt) InferiorParietalLobule
-48 -22 20 L OP1 RolandicOperculum
7 -16 -52 70 L SuperiorParietalLobule
-8 -56 70 L Precuneus
-34 -36 42 L PostcentralGyrus
-36 -34 40 L PostcentralGyrus
-56 -34 28 L IPC(PF) SupraMarginalGyrus
-52 -40 26 L SupraMarginalGyrus
-54 -24 24 L SupraMarginalGyrus
-46 -60 2 L MiddleTemporalGyrus
6 -26 -40 72 L BA1 PostcentralGyrus
-58 -32 36 L IPC(PF) SupraMarginalGyrus
-56 -16 34 L IPC(PFt) PostcentralGyrus
-50 -26 32 L IPC(PFt) SupraMarginalGyrus
-56 -16 30 L IPC(PFt) PostcentralGyrus
-60 -36 30 L IPC(PF) SupraMarginalGyrus
-44 -26 20 L OP1 RolandicOperculum
-56 -60 0 L MiddleTemporalGyrus
-54 -62 -4 L MiddleTemporalGyrus
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5 -24 -28 74 L PostcentralGyrus
-12 -52 70 L Precuneus
-20 -62 62 L SuperiorParietalLobule
-4 -62 60 L Precuneus
-56 -14 42 L BA1 PostcentralGyrus
-48 -34 24 L SupraMarginalGyrus
-52 -28 18 L OP1 SuperiorTemporalGyrus
-48 -72 16 L MiddleOccipitalGyrus
-44 -28 14 L OP1 RolandicOperculum
-58 -48 14 L SuperiorTemporalGyrus
-58 -52 14 L MiddleTemporalGyrus
-48 -52 8 L MiddleTemporalGyrus
-46 -62 -4 L MiddleTemporalGyrus
4 -10 -62 66 L Precuneus
-4 -66 64 L Precuneus
-26 -62 62 L SuperiorParietalLobule
-10 -64 56 L Precuneus
-36 -74 16 L MiddleOccipitalGyrus
-54 -24 12 L SuperiorTemporalGyrus
-46 -48 4 L MiddleTemporalGyrus
-38 -66 0 L MiddleOccipitalGyrus
2404
9 38 -36 60 R BA1 PostcentralGyrus
38 -42 60 R BA2 PostcentralGyrus
38 -38 56 R BA2 PostcentralGyrus
8 34 -50 68 R SuperiorParietalLobule
32 -56 64 R SuperiorParietalLobule
42 -40 56 R BA2 InferiorParietalLobule
46 -34 54 R BA2 PostcentralGyrus
60 -22 44 R BA2 PostcentralGyrus
54 -20 42 R BA2 PostcentralGyrus
50 -20 36 R BA3b PostcentralGyrus
7 34 -42 72 R BA1 PostcentralGyrus
30 -52 70 R SuperiorParietalLobule
36 -38 68 R BA1 PostcentralGyrus
34 -44 68 R BA1 PostcentralGyrus
36 -54 64 R SuperiorParietalLobule
42 -46 58 R SuperiorParietalLobule
38 -44 52 R BA2 InferiorParietalLobule
50 -22 46 R BA2 PostcentralGyrus
52 -18 44 R BA1 PostcentralGyrus
52 -16 34 R BA3b PostcentralGyrus
62 -30 22 R SuperiorTemporalGyrus
6 26 -52 72 R SuperiorParietalLobule
6 -58 64 R Precuneus
18 -56 62 R SuperiorParietalLobule
34 -48 60 R BA2 SuperiorParietalLobule
36 -52 58 R SuperiorParietalLobule
26 -56 58 R SuperiorParietalLobule
60 -22 36 R IPC(PFt) SupraMarginalGyrus
62 -30 34 R IPC(PF) SupraMarginalGyrus
64 -16 32 R BA1 PostcentralGyrus
5 26 -42 70 R BA1 PostcentralGyrus
2 -46 68 R BA3b PrecuneusAssigned
8 -56 60 R Precuneus
54 -28 58 R BA1 PostcentralGyrus
50 -30 58 R BA1 PostcentralGyrus
26 -46 58 R BA2 PostcentralGyrus
8 -48 56 R Precuneus
40 -50 56 R SuperiorParietalLobule
30 -52 56 R SuperiorParietalLobule
10 -56 56 R Precuneus
52 -24 52 R BA1 PostcentralGyrus
66 -24 26 R OP1 SupraMarginalGyrus
56 -34 26 R SupraMarginalGyrus
68 -26 24 R IPC(PF) SupraMarginalGyrus
56 -26 22 R RolandicOperculum
54 -28 20 R OP1 RolandicOperculum
66 -36 18 R IPC(PF) SuperiorTemporalGyrus
4 28 -42 76 R BA1 PostcentralGyrus
22 -48 76 R SuperiorParietalLobule
6 -54 70 R Precuneus
16 -66 64 R SuperiorParietalLobule
2 -50 58 R Precuneus
4 -54 58 R Precuneus
62 -26 42 R IPC(PF) SupraMarginalGyrus
44 -24 22 R OP1 RolandicOperculum
942
9 -28 -8 64 L BA6 SuperiorFrontalGyrus
7 -18 -10 66 L BA6 ParacentralLobule
-28 -8 50 L MiddleFrontalGyrus
5 -40 -12 56 L BA6 PrecentralGyrus
-42 -10 54 L BA6 PrecentralGyrus
4 -16 -10 74 L BA6 SuperiorFrontalGyrus
-12 2 72 L BA6 SuperiorFrontalGyrus
-8 2 72 L BA6 SMAAssigned
-16 6 70 L SuperiorFrontalGyrus
-10 2 68 L BA6 SMAAssigned
-18 -14 66 L BA6 ParacentralLobule
-24 2 58 L MiddleFrontalGyrus
-24 4 52 L MiddleFrontalGyrus
-46 -6 52 L BA6 PrecentralGyrus
-38 -8 50 L BA6 PrecentralGyrus
664
8 30 -2 66 R SuperiorFrontalGyrus
40 -4 62 R MiddleFrontalGyrus
28 -4 60 R SuperiorFrontalGyrus
7 26 0 68 R SuperiorFrontalGyrus
38 -6 60 R SuperiorFrontalGyrus
26 -4 52 R MiddleFrontalGyrus
6 24 -10 68 R BA6 SuperiorFrontalGyrus
36 -8 56 R PrecentralGyrus
46 -6 54 R BA6 MiddleFrontalGyrus
5 48 -2 56 R MiddleFrontalGyrus
26 2 54 R SuperiorFrontalGyrus




7 6 -72 -36 CerebellarVermis(8)
6 4 -74 -32 CerebellarVermis(7)
28 -56 -50 R Cerebelum(VIII)
5 14 -76 -44 R Cerebelum(VII)
22 -60 -50 R Cerebelum(VIII)
32 -60 -50 R Cerebelum(VIII)
18 -62 -50 R Cerebelum(VIII)
4 34 -46 -46 R Cerebelum(VIII)
28 -46 -48 R Cerebelum(VIII)
30 -62 -48 R Cerebelum(VIII)
34 -52 -50 R Cerebelum(VIII)
22 -54 -50 R Cerebelum(VIII)
585
9 52 -58 0 R MiddleTemporalGyrus
8 46 -60 2 R MiddleTemporalGyrus
56 -60 -4 R InferiorTemporalGyrus
6 48 -64 14 R MiddleTemporalGyrus
4 50 -64 18 R MiddleTemporalGyrus
56 -68 16 R IPC(PGp) MiddleTemporalGyrus
52 -54 -8 R IPC(PGp) InferiorTemporalGyrus
335
6 -4 6 52 L BA6 SMA
5 4 -10 66 R BA7 SMA
6 0 56 R BA8 SMA
8 -2 54 R BA9 SMA
4 2 0 72 R BA10 SMA
4 -4 58 R BA11 SMA
8 -18 56 R BA12 SMA
2 -16 54 R BA13 SMA
4 -22 54 R BA14 SMA
4 -6 48 R BA15 SMA
266
7 -54 6 34 L BA6 PrecentralGyrus
6 -50 10 38 L BA44 PrecentralGyrus
-48 2 36 L PrecentralGyrus
-50 10 34 L BA44 PrecentralGyrus
5 -54 12 36 L BA44 PrecentralGyrus
-52 16 34 L BA44 IFG (p.Opercularis)
4 -50 6 30 L BA44 PrecentralGyrus
136
7 32 -52 -26 R Cerebelum(VI)
120
7 -28 -56 -24 L Cerebelum(VI)
5 -36 -50 -26 L Cerebelum(VI)
-34 -44 -32 L Cerebelum(VI)
4 -36 -56 -24 L Cerebelum(VI)
-32 -50 -26 L Cerebelum(VI)
119
9 -10 -24 40 L MiddleCingulateCortex
4 -4 -30 52 L BA4a ParacentralLobule
104
8 14 -22 44 R MiddleCingulateCortex
6 14 -28 44 R MiddleCingulateCortex
16 -26 42 R MiddleCingulateCortex
14 -24 40 R MiddleCingulateCortex
5 14 -26 48 R SMA
14 -18 44 R MiddleCingulateCortex
4 14 -32 50 R ParacentralLobule
41
5 60 10 36 R PrecentralGyrus
60 20 30 R BA45 InferiorFrontalGyrus
31
5 2 8 40 R MiddleCingulateCortex
4 4 10 38 R MiddleCingulateCortex
29
5 -8 -74 -44 L Cerebelum(VII)
26
5 -36 0 16 L InsulaLobe
-36 -2 16 L InsulaLobe
-34 -2 16 L InsulaLobe
24
5 22 -70 -22 R Cerebelum(VI)
21
4 -44 -46 -22 L FusiformGyrus
-40 -46 -22 L FusiformGyrus
-44 -48 -22 L FusiformGyrus
-44 -50 -22 L FusiformGyrus
-44 -46 -24 L InferiorTemporalGyrus
-42 -46 -24 L FusiformGyrus
-44 -48 -24 L FusiformGyrus
-42 -48 -24 L FusiformGyrus
-42 -50 -24 L FusiformGyrus
20
4 50 -50 -24 R InferiorTemporalGyrus
50 -52 -24 R InferiorTemporalGyrus
19
4 -16 -78 48 L SuperiorParietalLobule
-12 -78 46 L Precuneus
19
5 12 -14 10 R Thalamus
19
4 -42 -74 26 L IPC(PGp) MiddleOccipitalGyrus
-40 -74 26 L IPC(PGp) MiddleOccipitalGyrus
-38 -74 26 L IPC(PGp) MiddleOccipitalGyrus
-42 -74 24 L IPC(PGp) MiddleOccipitalGyrus
-40 -74 24 L IPC(PGp) MiddleOccipitalGyrus
-38 -74 24 L IPC(PGp) MiddleOccipitalGyrus
-42 -76 24 L IPC(PGp) MiddleOccipitalGyrus
-38 -76 24 L IPC(PGp) MiddleOccipitalGyrus
-38 -74 22 L IPC(PGp) MiddleOccipitalGyrus
-38 -76 22 L IPC(PGp) MiddleOccipitalGyrus
17
4 50 2 8 R RolandicOperculum
16
4 -44 0 6 L InsulaLobe
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Table S1: Consistent sVx for the contrasts Hca-Hst and Hca-Hm. Clusters are groups of contiguous voxels in which at least 3 subjects showed sVx (i.e. boneferoni corrected p<0.025). Each 
cluster is shown in a separate subtable, with the clustersize (in 2x2x2mm voxels) given as heading. Below the clustersize, all peaks are mentioned, with from left to right, the number of 
subjects showing sVx at the peak coordinates, the MNI coordinates (x,y,z), the hemisphere, the cytoarchitectonic area to which the peak is attributed according to the anatomy toolbox 
and the macroanatomical description of the location. Clusters are ordered by size, and peaks within the clusters by peak subject number. 
15
4 50 6 52 R MiddleFrontalGyrus
46 4 52 R MiddleFrontalGyrus
48 4 52 R MiddleFrontalGyrus
50 4 52 R MiddleFrontalGyrus
15
4 64 12 16 R PrecentralGyrus
4 56 8 12 R BA44 InferiorFrontalGyrus
15
4 -22 -62 -46 L Cerebelum(VIII)
4 -18 -62 -46 L Cerebelum(VIII)
13
4 -50 10 2 L InferiorFrontalGyrus(p.Opercularis)








5 -6 -16 6 L Thalamus
11
4 -14 -52 -48 L Cerebelum(IX)
-12 -52 -48 L Cerebelum(IX)
-14 -54 -48 L Cerebelum(IX)
-14 -52 -50 L Cerebelum(IX)
10
4 30 -20 74 R BA6 PrecentralGyrus
32 -20 74 R BA7 PrecentralGyrus
32 -20 72 R BA8 PrecentralGyrus

















Supplementary Figure 4: Activations of subjects 13-16 during action execution and observation. Conventions as in Figure 1
